
 

 

Workshop Information for Sheffield 2019 
 
 
Godly Play Session  

Experience a full Godly Play session in the Cathedral’s fully-resourced Godly Play room, with 

additional time at the end for questions and discussion. 
 
 
The Spiritual Dialogue of Children’s Play  

A chance to explore some reflections on the relationship between play and spirituality, to see 

what adults may understand of children as they communicate and express themselves through 

play. 
 
 
Walk and Wonder  

Explore the labyrinth as a path for creative observation and reflection. Learn a little of the history 

of labyrinths and how they can offer a welcome space during Godly Play response time. You will 

have time to experience the labyrinth – walking and wondering – and learn how to make a simple 

labyrinth too. Finger Labyrinths are available for those who might find walking a challenge.  

 

 
Play and Adulthood  

Why do we need to play? What gets in the way of our play? What can children, and adults living 

with dementia, teach us about play? Come to this workshop if you want to play! 
 
 
Playful Art 

This workshop is not about producing amazing art or being good at art. It is for everyone, even 

those who don't think they are 'creative', to have a go, get messy, perhaps even lose yourself in 

the moment – blowing, dipping, squeezing and enjoying materials, and making marks in different 

ways. Here is an invitation to come and play with not just art materials but a few other things –
strawberry laces, marbles, string, salt, glue, slime….. 
 
 
Becoming a more playful teacher… and so much more…  

A workshop for those involved, or interested, in education. We shall explore how we might 

nurture spirituality in school life and across the whole curriculum – and in particular, how we 

might become more playful teachers. 
 
 
Playful sin – a sort of side-by-side workshop 

What happens when you put some quotations about play alongside some theological themes? 

So what might ‘playful creation’, ‘playful redemption’, ‘playful soul’, ‘playful trinity’ look like? 

What happens when the words ‘play’ and ‘sin’ are put alongside each other? 

This workshop is interactive with opportunities for creative discussion. 


